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Aurora CPP draft decision
Wellington Electricity Lines Limited (WELL) thanks the Commission for the opportunity to provide
feedback on the Commissions draft decision on Aurora Energy's (Aurora) Customised Price Path
(CPP) application.
This submission focuses on the techniques used to re-calculate the Vegetation Management
allowance, the System Operations and Network Support allowance and headcount. WELL believes
that the weaknesses inherent in using benchmarking and desktop cost estimates could mean that
the operating allowances provided in the draft decision may be insufficient. WELL is concerned that
deviating from the detailed bottom up calculations, especially those endorsed by the verifier, could
leave Aurora without the tools and supporting functions needed to deliver the CPP Capex
programme and quality targets. WELL understands that the Commission has an obligation to
challenge concerns highlighted by the verifier or noted internally, and that it must be comfortable
that allowances are not resulting in undue costs and higher prices for the consumer. WELL submits
that an additional application step is added to allow Strata to re-examine and re-calculate the
bottom up analysis with Auroras input. The weaknesses in the techniques used to re-calculate some
aspects of the operating cost allowance and the consequence of underfunding the CPP programme,
warrantees the additional time and resource needed for the extra step. The complex and unique
nature of each CPP application could mean that a standard application process may not provide the
steps and timeframes needed to support a robust decision. Additional steps and extra time may be
needed as the application is further examined.
The submission also addresses several secondary issues and observations relating to the late
provision of the Strata report, inflation forecasts and the 10% revenue cap.
Reliance on top down analysis and benchmarking
Top down analysis techniques like benchmarking and the desktop 'management challenge' provide
useful tools for testing the appropriateness of allowance calculations and highlighting where further
scrutiny might be needed. Top down techniques can also be used to accurately calculate allowances
where a cost category is homogenous across networks. However, where costs are not homogenous
d ue to differing network topography, demographics and work programme characteristics, top down
techniques may provide a poor predictor of expenditure. One of the challenges of benchmarking in
New Zealand is the low number of networks with similar characteristics to benchmark against.
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Strata's analysis demonstrated this — only a handful of networks had similar characteristics to Aurora
and those selected still showed a range of differences. Those being benchmarked against may also
not have an efficient cost structure — the DPP regulatory model which sets most regulated price
paths is historically focused and forecasts operating expenses on past performance, therefore not
necessarily at an appropriate level of funding. Those currently on a 'business as unusual' DPP may
also not provide a sensible benchmark for a CPP that includes a step change in future performance.

System Operations and Network(SON)
WELL has specific concerns about the desktop 'management challenge' used to provide an
alternative headcount structure. WELL is concerned that Strata defined the roles required to deliver
the work programme and quality targets. Detailed knowledge of the delivery programme and a good
understanding of any capability gaps of the existing workforce are needed to develop an effective
team. Top down tools and methods only provide high level approximations of resource
requirements and do not have the detailed bottom up scrutiny that resourcing a work programme
requires. The verifier did scrutinise the bottom up development of costs for these cost categories
and was comfortable with the outcome. WELL is concerned the allowances for this cost category
have been discarded for high level indicators that have not had the rigor needed to provide
assurance that Aurora will have the staff, systems and processes to deliver a large and challenging
work programme. WELL agrees that the analysis did highlight areas of concern that required further
scrutiny. However, WELL believes the top down analysis is not robust enough to be used as a
replacement for Aurora's calculation. Further analysis is needed.
Specific weaknesses of the SON desktop assessment include:
1. As indicated by Strata, Aurora are likely to be investing more than Powerco initially as they
come from a position of lower performance than Powerco (as indicated by the multiple
q uality breaches).
2. The benchmarking includes only one network, Powerco. This is a very small sample size.
Powerco is also a network with different characteristics to Aurora.
3. Powerco's work programme is different to Aurora which will be reflected in different
resource requirements.
4. Powerco also manage a gas network and there may be shared resources and capability not
captured in the desktop exercise.
WELL also notes that the draft decision Opex allowance provides allowances that appear to be below
current operating cost allowances. This will mean that Aurora will need to find significant cost
savings in critical programme and quality management functions while still delivering their CPP
Capex programme. WELL believes the large difference to the verifiers endorsed opex allowance and
high consequence of under resourcing justifies including an extra step in the CPP approval process.
WELL recommends that the Commission allow Aurora to review their bottom up analysis with Strata.

Vegetation management allowance re-calculation
WELL agrees that the Commission needed to provide further scrutiny to the vegetation management
cost forecast. The verifier advised that further analysis was needed and Strata's rate comparison and
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benchmarking exercise highlighted cost differences to other networks. However, WELL disagrees
that the top down analysis is robust enough to be relied on as a replacement to the bottom up
analysis:
•

As highlighted in Strata's report, a network approach to vegetation not controlled by the
network operator can cause significant variations in vegetation costs. As indicated by Aurora,
they are starting to implement their 'first cut' so costs will be high initially. Aurora has also
indicated costs are high as it moves to a 5-year cutting cycle. WELL agrees with Strata that it is
unusual that the rates do not decline over time. However, the vegetation management
approach would require higher costs initially when compared to other networks with different
approaches or have moved past the initial 'first cut'.

•

As shown by Aurora, there are large cost variations between networks. Strata has grouped
networks with similar characteristics as Aurora. However, there is still significant cost variation
suggesting that the sample size is too small or not all of the characteristics are captured.

Where the Commission cannot rely on a competitive tender to provide comfort that costs are
efficient, WELL believes that comparative unit rates and a comparison of underlining cost
components provides a sensible alternative approach. WELL notes that Strata did make a
comparison with one another network and that network was a neighbour. However, WELL believes
the sample was too small to be relied on when the benchmarking exercise showed that there was a
high level of cost variability between networks. As highlighted by the Verifier, the recent increase in
vegetation costs has reduced SAIDI/SAIFI. Ongoing SAID! and SAIFI targets will be set on recent
q uality performance which has been delivered by Auroras proposed vegetation model. The
Commission must be confident reducing operating costs will not impede Aurora in delivering their
vegetation related quality targets. WELL does not believe the top down analysis is robust enough to
provide that confidence.
The late provision of the Strata report
WELL notes that the Strata report on the follow-up issues they were asked to investigate wasn't
provided until 20 November 2020 and the supporting calculation was not provided until 7 December
2020. The report and supporting calculations provide the central evidence and explanations behind
why the Commission's draft decision deviated from Auroras CPP application. WELL does not believe
this has provided Aurora and stakeholders with enough time to respond meaningfully. Specially,
WELL believes the timeframes do not provide Aurora with the time needed to submit any variation
to their bottom up calculations which might incorporate the Commissions concerns and provide a
more robust method to Strata's top down calculations. WELL believes an additional step in the
application process is needed to provide Aurora time to refine their calculations and to discuss any
changes with Strata.
Inflation forecasting
In section J41 to J43, The Commission suggested that it might be beneficial to update the IM's to
allow the CPI forecast used for setting the price path to align with the cost inflation forecast. WELL
agrees that this change is necessary to allow Aurora to earn a real return. Without the change the
inconsistent inflation forecasts will knowingly lead to Aurora not achieving real financial capital
maintenance ex-ante. Making this adjustment to the IM's would be consistent to the Commission
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decision to WELL's 'Default price-quality paths for electricity distribution businesses from 1 April
2020'. The Commission's final reasons paper to this decision provides further detail and explanation.
10% revenue cap
WELL understands why the Commission have applied a 10% cap on annual revenue increases — it is
important to minimise consumer price shocks. WELL also notes that any under recovery caused by
the cap being applied is recovered in later years so that a network is no worse off. The approach is
also consistent with the DDP methodology.
However, consideration needs to also be given to the impact of the cap on Aurora's financial
sustainability. The reduction in cash from revenue will come at a time when Aurora's capex cash out
goings will significantly increase. Aurora will have assessed their cashflow and subsequent borrowing
requirements and debt covenants based on their proposed revenue assumptions. Reducing revenue
over the five years of the CPP is likely to mean increased debt and an increase in cash needed to
service that debt. While ensuring a price path is NPV neutral provides assurance that a business can
earn a fair return over the long term, it does not consider whether the cashflows resulting from the
price path is financially sustainable.
Individual price paths or longer term CPP's (perhaps 10 years) that provide funding certainty for
longer term work programmes would avoid networks having to recover revenue beyond the
regulatory period the revenue relates too.
Exacerbating the risk to Aurora is the inclusion of pass though and recoverable costs in the 10%
revenue cap calculation. These costs are out of Aurora's control, yet Aurora will bear the risk of any
variation in these costs.
If you have any questions or there are aspects you would like to discuss, please don't hesitate to
contact Scott Scrimgeour, Commercial and Regulatory Manager, at sscrimgeour@welectricity.co.nz

Yours sincerely

Greg Skelton
Chief Executive Officer
Wellington Electricity Lines Limited
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